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Notes on the Manufacture of Compressed Peat Fuel

UNDER THE DICKSON PATENTS
Jdnh'!

These notes, of the character of suggestions, were originally compiled for the private use of the under-
signed, but have been printed by request, to serve, at least, as a form or basis for romputation. The present
issue is a revision, with the addition of further data.

CERTAIN WORKS ON PEAT
" Metallurgy, ' by Tohn Percy, M.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. Vol. on Fuel, etc., London, 1875.
" Utilization of Peat and Peat Lands," l)y Paget, C.E., contained in Part 2 of the

" Reports on the Vienna Universal Exhibition of 1873."

" On Torbite and Its Uses," by D. K. Clark, Civil Engineer. Paper read before the
British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1865.

" Peat and Its Uses as ale tilizer and Fuel," by Samuel W. Johnson, New York, 1866.
" The Industrial Resources of Ireland," by Sir Robert Kane, Dublin, 1845.
" Report of Commission for Investigation of Improved Peat Fuel Manufacture," Dublin,

1873-

" i'acts About Peat " (as an article of fuel), by T. H. Leavitt, Boston, 1867.
" The Utilization of Peat," by B. H. Paul. Paper published in the journal of the Society

of Arts, 1862.

EXTRACTS FROM T. H. LEAVITT'S " FACTS A»?OUT PEAT."

(i). " Freshly cut, it is found to be saturated with water to the extent of from thirty to

ninety per cent., according to locality and density ; and even when subjected to the
ordinary process of air-drying, it will be found to have retained a considerable per-

centage of moisture for a long time, even after it has the appearance of being per-

fectly dry."

(2). " An acre of peat of fair quality, well-drained, if one foot in depth, will generally contain
1,000 to 1,200 tons, yielding 250 to 350 tons of dry fuel."

(3). " Few peats, however well-drained, contain less than 50 per cent of water, and most con-
tain from 65 to 85 per cent. Our own estimates have always been made on 75 per
cent of moisture, which is safe, but it is quite probable that 70 per cent, would be
fair in the maj'^rity of well-drained meadows."

(4). " A cubic foot of crude peat taken from a well-drained bog weigh from 50 to 55 pounds."

(5). " A ton of wet peat, as cut, will measure about 40 cubic feet, and about 160 cubic feet of

crude material are required to produce one ton of dry fuel. Some very compact
peats, however, require not more than 140 or even 120 cubic feet for a ton of dry
fuel." (Italics not the author's.)

NOTES ON THE ABOVE EXTRACTS.

The ton is presumably 2000 lbs. here, and ail calculations are made on the basis of

2000 lbs. to the ton.

Shrinkage :—The average percentage of shrinkage in bulk is not given.

A. M. Panton, of Stratford, places the shriiikage in bulk of Welland peat at 50 per cent.

The product of different bogs varies widely. The important figures to obtain are

however, the number of tons of dry fuel an acre will yield, and the weight of a dry yard.



From above extracts we have one cu. ft. of wet peat equals 50 lbs., yielding 1::^ lbs. of

dry peat, or one cu. yd. yields 337 lbs. of dry fuel, and one acre 272 tons, taken one foot

deep, or 1,089 tons per 4 ft. in depth. If 120 cu. ft. yield a ton of dry fuel then we have

362 tons per acre taken one foot deep or 1,442 per 4 feet. The shrinkage in weight

according to these figures is from 66f to 75 per cent., and ihe yield 33.^ and 25 per cent.

By reference to the article, "Cutting Peat by Hand in Hanover," we find Schroeder's

experience shewed a yield of but 10 per cent.

Mr. Panton says that a cu. yd. of wet peat from the Welland bog would give 250 lbs.

which at 55 lbs. (supposed) to the wet cu. ft. indicates 17 per cent.

Weight of Dry Peat :—By measurement on dry crude slaned peat from the

Welland bog, the bulk of one ton of dry fuel was found to be, when packed closely in a

box, 90 cubic feet (600 lbs. to the cu. yd). By another measurement, on puddied peat

loosely thrown in a box, the same figure was obtained. Another set of measurements

shewed : i cubic foot dry crude puddled peat to equal 22 lbs. ; i cubic foot dry powdered

peat, 24 lbs., or 594 and 648 lbs. to the cu. yd. respectively.

A dry yard of peat from the Ellice bog, north of Stratforc^, weighed 660 lbs.

" The weight of a cubic yard of various kinds of air-dried peat is, according to Sir

Robert Kane, as follows : light peat, so much used for domestic fuel, about 500 lbs. ;
good

peat, packed close in the form of sods, about 900 lbs. ; and the densest peat, well packed,

as much as 1,100 lbs.

"Other statements concerning the weight of air-dried peat are as follows: the weight

of a cubic metre of air-dried peat varies from 250 kilograms (423 lbs. to the cubic yard) for

mossy peat to 450 (763 lbs. to the cubic yard) for the blackest kind."—Percy's Metallurgy.

CALCULATi^ONS on the size of cut required to yifld one montl s supply (1,250

tons). One acre yields 250 tons taken one foot deep.

Let the cut be 12 feet wide and 3 feet deep. Then the length to yield 1,250 tons would

be 6,050 feet, and for spreading ground we require a strip on each side, 33 feet in width

(total 66), if peats are 8 in. thick and if 3 ft. berme and 10 per cent, for interstices is allowed.

Cutting and Spreading ;—^Leavitt in " Facts about Peat," page 33, states that a

man can cut 25 or more blocks of peat weighing 15 pounds each, in a minute when

working " by the job " he will cut 20-22 ; and when working " by the day " he does cut 15

or more.

The latter figures give 67J tonj; per day ; Leavitt offers 50 as a conservative estimate.

If ii takes two men to spread what one nian cuts, (considering that the peats have to be

whi »led a certain distance when large quantities are required) then we have at least 16 tons

of wet peat (making at least 4 tons of dry peat) per man per day.

A, M. P., experimenting in the Welland bog, allows 2\ dry tons per man when two

men work together, one cutting and one spreading ; but in this bog there are roots to be

contended with, from which many bogs are free. If we allow another man spreading, this

must be reduced to i^ tons per man per day.

Leavitt; page 40, quotes B. H. Paul as follows: "Two men working together, one

cutting and one casting, will in good weather get through what is the equivalent to ten tons

of dry peat." If we say three men, on account of the distance to spread, we have 3^ tons

per man. The same author, page 36, quotes Prof. Johnson with reference to Brosowsky's

peat cutting machine, as follows

:

" Four hands will cut and lay out to dry 12,000 to 14,000 peats daily or 3,100 cu. tt."

Which means 77^ tons, estimating 50 lbs. to the cu. ft., or 191^ tons of wet or nearly

5 tons of dry peat per day per man, or adding 2 helpers, 3^ tons. If the number of tons

that a man can take out and spread when 3 work together may be estimated at from i^



to 4, the cost per Ion with the labor at one dollar per day will be from 25 cts. to 66 cts

per ton, even when the peat has to be wheeled some distance (say an average of 22 feet,

that is from 4 to 40.) There is a great discrepancy here, but very probably in a good
beg the taking out and spreading may not exceed 35 cts. per ton.

In the estimated "cost of production" the amount set opposite "cutting and
spreading" is partly based upon the percentage of yield of dry fuel from wet peat, from a

well-drained bog, according to Leavitt. This yield, as will be remarked, is much higher than

in the figures that Percy gives as SchroeJer's experience in Hanover, and consequently

the cost of excavating per ton of dry fuel might be greater. However a great deal depends
on the state of drainage of the bog, and the character of the peat. It would appear from the

extract that the peat from Schroeder's turbary was of good quality, and in all probability,

as well or better drained than the majority of the bogs in this country. The weight of the

air-dried peat at the figure given in the extract from Percy's Metallurgy, as below, (viz. :

—

1-16 cubic foot weighs i^ lbs. (Hanoverian ?) is 648 lbs. to the cubic yard (English).

Drying :—A. M. P., in his report on the manufacture of peat from the Welland bog,

says that the cost of turning and stacking should not add over 30 cents, per ton (though

varying with diflerent circumstances.) This means 24 cents with labor at 10 cents per

hour. The marking and cutting of puddled peat (necessary where a dredge is used) would
add something, but how much is doubtful.

Tramming:—He gives the cost of loading, tramming and unloading at 12^ cts. with

labor at $1.25 per day; but the distance, though not given, may be presumed short, from

the circumstances of his experiment.

If a man can load one ton on a car in half an hour, which I calculate as safe from a

small experiment, and if it will take a man, going and returning, 45 minutes, averaging

the distance at ^ of a mile ^that is from 100 yds. to i^ miles), the cost will be for loading

5 and tramming 7^ cts. per ton with labor at $1.00 per day.

Now suppose a carrier or elevator 18 in. wide with a load averaging 6 in. deep per foot

of carrier, we have J cu. ft. or 17 lbs. per foot. If the carrier is travelling 30 ft. per minute,

it will take away over a ^ ton per minute, or a ton in 4 minutes, therefore it will not take

the man more than 5 minutes to dump his load by portions on the carrier, the cost of this

therefore, is not more than i ct. per ton. The cost of the tramming may be reducer* by

bringing in the cars in a train by means of a small locomotive.

Steam Excavator :—The crew would consist of, say, one runner at $60 per mo. (12

hour day), one assistant at $40, one fireman and one extra man at $30 each, and allow three

men at $30 on the field to clear the ground, distribute the puddled peat, collect fuel, etc.;

total, $250, but including board, $325. Product estimated at 1,200 cubic yards per 12

hours, yielding from 100 to 250—^say 150—dry tons, or 3,750 tons per month of 25 days.

The cost per dry ton would be thus under 10 cents ; repairs, nil, etc., extra. This estimate

is considered fair.

Tracks :—In order to have two sets of tracks one on each side of the cut which is

gradually being widened, we shall require 2^ miles of track.

Foreman :—A foreman over the field work at $2.00 per day would add 2c.

per ton (calculating that 6 months' outside work is done per annum and 15,000 tons of dry

peat excavated.) Allow two foremen when dredge is not used. For 15,000 tons the gang

of men excavating might number 60, and drying and tramming the same.

The over-feeding of the breakers may be prevented by the installation of a chain-raker

over the breakers.

The excavation and tramming would probably be done by contract.



Re Weight oi- Manukactukkd Kukl.—This has been found to vary in density from

say 65 to 85 lbs. per cubic foot, and wlien measured as stored from 40 t*^ 55 lbs.

CUTTING PEAT BY HAND IN HANOVER.
PERCY'S METALLURGY (Vol. on "Fuel, Etc.") page 2ao.

It has been asserted that nowhere has the extraction of peat been more skilfully and

more economically conducted than in East i'liesland, in Hanover; and as the detailed

account of the process, published several years ago by Schroeder, has been widely circulated

in various languages, and generally accepted as importani in a practical point of view, it is

inserted in this place ; and, further, the author has; met with nothing better of its kind. It

is stated that the price of peat is not so high in this locality as in many other countries

where wages are considerably lower, a fact which is ascribed to more skilful organization

of labor in getting the peat and preparing it for the market.

The bog, it is assumed, will admit of being drained by simple trenching. The peat is

gotten in lengths, 10 feet wide and from 100 to 1,000 paces long, excavated crosswise, i.e.,

in the direction of the width, so that the working face is 10 feet broad. It is wholly extracted

either in one working or, if the bed be too thick for that method, in one or more successive

courses. Usually only one length of the dimensions above given is cut in a ytar ircm the

Rame bog. In the following year another similar length by the side of the former is exca-

vated, the trench, made by the removal of the peat, thus yearly increasing 10 feet in width

and the useless stuff, pared off the surface to the depth of i or li foot, is thrown into the

worked-out space, with a view to its future cultivation, and in order that the walls of the

trench may receive some degree of support, and their tendency to break off and fall down

be diminished, an evil which adds much to the difficulty of getting the peat. Five workmen

are employed, whose labor is distributed as follows. One man, the clearer, removes with a

spade, from the surface of a length pared the year before, a layer about 2 inches thick, which

has been weathered by atmospheric action, especially by frost. Two men, the cutters, are

engaged in cutting the peat, of whom one stands on the top and thrusts straight down a

long-nandled, heavy iron tool, which cuts sods 17 inches long and 5 wide, whilst the other,

standing underneath, using a light wooden spade, pointed with iron, cuts the peat horizon-

tally of the thickness of s| inches and conveys it on a board to the margin of the trench
;

and from time to time these men change places with each other. Each peat so obtained

measures ^ cubic foot, and, when fresh, weighs from 12^ to 13 lbs. (The Hanoverian foot is

divided into 12 inches, and is equal to ui English inches ; and the Hanoverian pound is

equal to 1.0731 lb. avoirdupois.) Expert workmen will cut about 25 of such peats or 6^ cubic

feet in a minute. (See Note A.) A fouirth man, the barrow-loader, takes the peats where

-they are left by the cutters, and with the assistance of the first man piles them in wheelbarrows,

one upon another, in two rows of six each to a load, which therefore weighs about 150 lbs.

The fifth man, the barrow-wheeler, with the help of the first, wheels away the peats, and,

by simply upsetting the barrow, arranges them, for draining and drying, over the surface of

the bog, on one side of the trench, previously cleared and prepared for that purpose, in rows

of sixteen each, and at right angles to the diiection of the trench, each row beginning at the

distance of 10 feet and extending to the distance of 50 feet from the trench. The lifth man
may also be set to work at clearing off the useless stuff from the surface of the bog, along

the same side of the trench, to the extent of 10 feet from it, that is, up to the commence-

ment of the rows of peats placed for drying, so -that this length of bog may be made ready

for cutting during the following year. By moderate labor 3,000 cubic feet or 12,000 peats

may be cut daily ; and this quantity is said to be a day's work for five men, and is taken as

the day's work in contracts with the workmen. Skilful workmen, by extra labor, will per-
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form the day's work in from 8 to lo hours; when theextraction cannot be carried on during
the whole day, as often happens, such workmen Arill by laboring 15 hours daily (? on some
days) get 7 days' work in 5, that is 4,200 cubic feet, or t6,8oo peats a day, somewhat more
than 210,000 lbs. or 90 tons, which divided amongst the five men is at the rate of about
18 tons per man. (See Note B.) When the peat to be cut is not more than 4 or 5 feet

thick, five workmen suffice, but, in extracting double that thickness of peat at the same time
an additional workman is recjuired, and the extraction is effected in two courses. Peat to
the depth of 4 feet is first extracted, and as provision must be made for drying this as well
as that to be afterwards cut out in the second and lower course, the peats gotten in the first

course must be carried far enough away from the trench to leave an intermediate space for

those of the second course, a space of 10 feet from the edge of the trench being always kept
free with a view to next year's working. After taking out the peat along a short portion
of a length to the depth of 4 feet from the surface laid bare by the removal of the overlymg
useless stuff forming a layer about i^ foot thick, the extraction of the second layer of that
portion is proceeded with. The organization of labor is the same as in cutting a single
course of peat, with the exception of tha"; relating to the sixth man. In getting the second
and lower course of peat, 4 feet thick, the cutters would not be able to throw up the peats
fast enough for the wheeler without the aid of the sixth man, the helper, who now stands
on the top of the second course, where the first course has last been taken off, and catches
on a broad wooden shovel the peats thrown up to him by the cutters below, and tosses them
to the loader above. This man also acts as a second wheeler in conveying the peats to the
drying-ground. The peats, after having been left for a certain time on the drying-ground,
are carried away by women and gradually built up by them in high wall-like rows; a peat
and a half thick, care beinjj taken to let one row become somewhat dry before another is

piled upon it. In ordinary weather the peats so arranged are left to dry further for about
a month

;
and when they appear to be dry, but when in reality they are only half dry, they

are either carted from the bog to be stored up in magazines, or, as is usual in East Fries-
land, piled up in large stacks in the bog itself, and there left to be further air-dried. A
good workwoman can deal with 12,000 peats daily, that is, the number gotten by a gang of
five men. When the weather is very favorable, the peats may be taken immediately from
the wall-like rows and piled up carefully in cylindrical stacks of from 200 to 500 cubic feet
in volume, that is, from J to^ a day's work.

The day's work, of 3,000 cubic feet of freshly-gotten, very good black peat, hardly
yields 800 rabic feet of dry peat, while the same volume of light grey peat will yield 2,00a
cubic feet, and occasionally even more, of dry peat. (See Note C.) The volume of a good
black peat after drying is at the most i/i6 of a cubic foot, and the dimensions are 12 inches
long, 3 wide and 3 thick. The weight of an air-dried black peat of average quality, with
the usual proportion of from 18 to 20 per cent, of hygroscopic water, and when freshly cut
of the dimensions previously stated, is i\ lb., which indicates a yield of 10 per cent, of air
dried peat from the bog (see Note D) ; but in the half-dried condition in which the peat
often comes into the market, the weight is often 50 per cent, greater. A peat from the lower
part of the bog is, as a rule, heavier than ij lb.; and after good drainage, the result of
working, when a bed from 8 to 10 feet thick, previously drained superficially, is often
reduced 2 feet and more in thickness, the density of the peat is increased so considerably
that a dry black peat weighs li lb. and one of the best quality 2 lbs. (See Note E.) On
an average, in the case of ordinary black peat, the day's work may at the least be taken as
150 Centner, but it may amount to 180 or even 240 Centner (i Centner=i 13.426 lbs. av.)
(See Note F.)

The cost of cutting, etc., for the day's work (:^^3,ooo cubic feet), exclusive of rent and
wear of tools, was, in i860, as follows (i Rthlr. or Thaler =^ 25. io|rf., and i Sgr. or Silber-
groschen=i^<i.) :

—
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(See Note G.)

The cost of getting in the first year of opening the bog is higher by about 13^ to 18^
Sgr. than in succeeding years, so tiiat, without reckoning rent and cost of tools, the cost of

the day's work may descend to 3 Rthlr. 15 Sgr., or 105. if</.

Taking the cost of the usual day's work (150 Centner) at the highest figures, 5 Rthlr.

5 Sgr., exclusive of rent, the cost per Centner is about 3^ Kreuzer (---1.05^/.); and taking
the day's work at 180 Centner, and the cost at 3 Rthlr. 15 Sgr., the cost per Centner amounts
only to about 2 Kreuzer {~o.6d.). (See Note H.)

Now the cost in Bavaria, where the wages were actually lowei, amounted in i860, to

iii Kreuzer ( ^3.45^.) per Centner ; and as 1,000 of the Bavarian peats weigh 438 lbs., the

price per peat is J Pfg. (--o.o48</.).

As a guarantee for the accuracy of the foregoing figures, it should be stated that they

were the result of Schroeder's personal experience in managing the working of a bog in East
Friesland during two years.

Note A.—By this one Hanoverian cubic foot of wet peat from this bog weighs from 50 to

52 Hanoverian pounds or one English cubic foot weighs 47 to 49 English pounds,
and an excavation of 6} cubic feet (Hanoverian) per minute indicates 79 tons of

2,000 English pounds per day of 10 hours.

Note B.—This 210,000 lbs.—225,350 English pounds or 112^ tons of 2,000 English pounds,
i.e. 22i tons per man (16 tons, "by moderate labour," as previously referred to.)

Note C.—The shrinkage in bulk here is from 33^ to 731^%, the least in those peats which
yield the smallest percentage of dry fuel from a given quantity of wet.

Note D.—This is a much lower per cent, than 'that given by Leavitt—viz. 25%.

Note E.— Indicating a yield of 16 per cent, of dry peat.

Note F.—That is from 8i to 13.6 tons of 2,000 lbs., or 1.7 to 2.7 tons per man (gang of 5).

Note G.—The cost of drying and stacking is here put at 30 Sgr., or 71 cents for 8-| tons

(the lowest estimate) equaling 8.3 cents per ton, but labour was from 36 to 51

cents including customary extra pay; ",ents. Taking the average at 43 cents, and the

wages in Canada at 233 per cent, greater (namely, $1.00 per day) the cost here would
be 19^ cents, or 24 cents with wages at $1.25 per day.

Note H.—The cost per ton of 2,000 lbs. at 2 Kreuzer per Centner for cutting, drying and
stackingfequals about 22 cents, equivalent to 51 cents, with labour at $1.00 per day,

but at 3^ Kreuzer equivalent to 87 cents.

MANUFACTURE.
In winter, say eight months, a man will be required to feed carriers in the store shed,

cost $400, for two shifts, but he would serve two machines.

Distributed over 15,000 tons (the product of one machine running 20 hours per day)

this would add 3c. per ton, but with t'.vo machines running, ci.ly i^c.

In the machinery department—provide for one engineer at $700, one at $500, and two
helpers at $375 each per annum (two men for day and two for night.)
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Distributed over 15,060 tons, this comes to 13c. per ton. As the year is reckoned at
250 e-iys, there is ample h.re for waste time, repairing, etc. The fuel will consist of roots,
piece, of stumps, crude peat, etc. Call the cost of collecting 90c. for a quantity equivalent
to a ton of a fuel which would furnish one H.P. per hour per 4 Ihs.-and say two such tons
would be used per 30 tons of product, and the cost will be 6c. per ton of product. (See the
cost of the manufactured fuel.)

In the case of a two-machine plant (steam type) the cost of manufacture is placed at
21 cents.

Repairs would cost for material, say not over $225, or i^c. per ton.
In some cases the railway companies will build sidings, at their own cost ; in others,

they will furnish rails, charging interest on same at about
, while the ballasting

and ties have to be paid for by the Contractor.

EXPENSES OF DISTRIBUTION.
LoADiNr, INTO Car.,.— If a carrier travels 50 ft. per minute and carries lbs. per ft., it

will take 8 minutes to load one ton and cost say i^c. per ton or $150, for loading 10,000 tons
passmg through the fuel storehouse, or if distributed over 15,000 tons (the annual produc-
tion) ic. per ton. The balance of the 15,000 tons is supposed to be loaded directly into the
cars.

Delivery.—The cost of this per ton can be covered by 25c.
Office Expenses.—The office expenses for disposal of 30,000 tons-the product of a

two-machine plant—are placed at 20 cents per ton, which would give $6,000, for this.
Office expenses for the sale (in one town) of 8,000 tons, and including periodical

inspection at the factory.

Office rent, fuel and light ^
-J

" Jj>20o 00
Manager, book-keepmg and collection of accounts, etc

i ,00 00
Stationery, postage, travelling, insurance and incidentals ...'.!'. '500 00

Total $2,coo 00

or 25c. per ton
NoTE.-The balance of the annual product of 15,000 - . ^posed to be sold in

other districts
;
and at the same rate of 25c. per i

-

"ll be 11,750 to cover
office expenses and selling the same. ?

Memorandum Re pRiiir.HT and Delivery.— If th'^ n '

y^ ^iles frrm the
point of consumption and the average load be 2| ton, -an be hired at
$2.50 per dp.y, when fairly regular work is assured ; then ,. delivery can be
estimated somewhat as follows :

—

Loading and unloading ,

Going at 3 miles per hour , ,

n ^ ., ,
2* hours

Return at 5 miles per hour ^T „

"^otal 5 hours
Cost per ton, 50c. ; or 6fc. per ton mile.

If a team cost $3.00 per day, then the cost per ton will be 60c. or 8c. per ton mile
Note.— It is assumed that the road be fairly level md that the loading be clone by gravity

at the factory. Ti.e distance is perhaps extreme, but the load will often be increased
Among the advantages of freighting by rail instead of by teams, we may suggest the

following
:
that the state of the road bed varies w^h the weather ; that if the distance be

just a little too great to deliver one load in half a day, certain complications may ensue
which render the delivery more expensive. Moreover, it will be necessary to have the
railway to depend upon in case we wish to dispose of surplus fuel utside the district.



The density of the peat fuel varying, the number of tons tliat coalti be stored in a box car

7i x 74 X J5 would run from 40 to 5^ tons. Railways will build special cars for the traffic,

if sufficient were obtained.

ESTIMATED COST OF PLANT.
Comprising one machine c:jrrying its own steam cylinders, two breakers, boiler, etc.,

etc. Product, 3 tons per hour or 7,500 tons per year of 350 working days of ten hours
each. Double this p.oduct f<-

. a 2o-hour day.

Note :—The preliminary outlay for machinery, building and contents may be placed at

$5,500 : for storage for 1,000 tons of fual, $350, ; for trams and track $650. , total

$6,500, and the outlay for labor till revenue conmienres may be estimated on credit
obtainable, if any, and on the amount r. fuel that the manufacturers feel inclined to
make before they test the market, at the same lime fullilling the conditions imposed
by the Canadian P.^at Fuel Co. It will thus be seen that a comparatively small
amount of capital need be sunk in the preliminaries.

MACHINERY SHED AND CONTENTS.
Building -30.\ 40 ft—and boiler room with foundations for machines $ 350 00
Steam compressor—capacity 3 tons per hour (weight 14 tons) 2500 00
Breakers,—2 (<»' ,$200 ^^^ ^^
Boilers (2)—50 H. P. each, (locomotive type) ; feed pump, inspirator, steam

pipes, smoke stack, etc ,^^0 ^^
Auxiliary engine,—20 H. P., (second hand) and foundation r^^ 00
5 H.P. Dynamo (for furnishing 2 H.P. for 20 lights and 2 H.P. for n..otcr8)i

wiring, belting and lamps
^^ ^^^

Pump for fire protection ^second hand) and 300 feet of hose 300 00
Carriers, elevators, hoppers, feed box, chute and tank 150 00
Belting, shafting, pulleys, etc

'"

^oo 00
. Tools for engine house and machine shop 100 00
Freight (100 miles) and cartage

j^^^ ^^
Installation of all machinery above mentioned -oo oo
Inspection, travelling and incidentals ^^^ p^

$6700 00

Notes :—All machinery quoted f.o.b. cars at Engine Works where madu. Belting, etc.,
figures at close wholesale prices. The foundation for compressor (which is self-con-
tained) and boilers need not be concrete or masonry, but heavy timbers on ballasi.
Roughly estimated, total weight of machinery under 40 tons.

STORAGE FOR CRUDE DRY PEAT.
Two sheds, 40 x 225 ft. each, capacity lo-ii tons per foot accorcMng to density. Take

as a conservative estimate tha^ it would be necessary to provide for 8 months' supply—
5,000 tons. To store after breaking would cost less, but the wisdom of doing so i? open
to question.

450 running feet of shed at $8 |;^5oo ^^
950 " " carrierat95c 90250
40 " " elevator, etc

6^ ^^
I 2 H.P. motor, wiring, belting, pulleys, etc g2 so

Add $4,500 to provide for storage of another 5,000 tons.

STORE FOR MAi^UFACTURED FUEL.
One shed, 40X 70 ft. Estimated required storage—50 per cent, of the output of the 6

8
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months in -/hich the least fuel is burned -«,900 tons Capacity 20-38 tons per foot
according to density

; the storage is here calculated on the density of the Ellice peat (vould
run 28 tons to the foot in these sheds.)

70 running feet (»f shed at $8
140 " " carrier at 95 cts

'5 " " elevator to cars, etc

$560 .

",a 00

Add $675 to provide- for storage of another 1,900 tons.

Note :—The cost of the buildings was figured by a contractor on a design furnished him—
3 ply tar paper on roof—hipped roof for Cc-rriers above- hoppered floor and channel
under floor for carriers-all well built and desif;ned to save manual labor in handling
either the crude o- manufactured article. When the trains arrive at the n:achinery
shed they may either be dumped or unloaded gradually to suit the carrier and
elevator which takes; the peat to the breakers above the machine. Chain-rakers or
or other device may be installed to regulate ihe feeding of carriers or breakers. The
powdered peat will descend into a .'eed box and thence to the machine. The manu-
factured article will dr -. onto an elevator which will transfer its load to a carrier
running under the roof of the store-house. A switch can be placed where required
to unload the carrier.

The store-house for the crude article for winter use can be filled in ihe same
way; and both store-houses can be emptied by having a carrier run under the cen-
tral portion of the floor, which nortion will consist of a hatchway in sections, which
can be removed successively ai will, to allow the peat to fall upon the carrier.

If it is desirable or cheaper, in the case of the manufactured artir'" " load by
;:,ravity into the cars on the switch, the lowei carrier can be dispensed .1.. A con-
siderable saving in carriers may be effected by widening the shed ana the cost of
handling -ihe peat not increased, because the feeder has time on his hands. The
carriers here figured on are constructed on the principal of clay carriers, stout can-
vas being used, supported every x8 inches by slats of wood fastened by means of
attachment links to two strands of link belting, ->ne on either side of the canvr.s ; the
whole being supported every 10 ft. by idlers witn the necessary sprockets, take-ups,
etc., at either end. (Wooden slats may be substituted for canvas a* an increase of
cost.) This style of carrier is suggested on account of the lessened 'riction which
would be considerable in any form of carrier which transported its load with scrapers.

TRAM TRACKS.
Steel Angles— If x 2 x 5/16 in.—2.7 lbs. per foot.

Spikes—2^ X 5/16 in.—20 to the lb., spaced 30 in.

Stringers and Ties— 2 x 4 in., hemlock.

Ties—5 ft. long, spaced 33 in.

A T rail, say 4 lbs. per ft., would
be preferable, and the extra cost

would be say $300 per mile.

COST PER MILK.

14.25 tons angles at $40 I^^^ ^^
2 kegs spikes for angles at $7.50 j- q^
3 kegs spikes for timber at $2 g ^^
6i M for ties at $10, delivered

6s 00
7 M for stringers at .$10

y^ ^^
Punching angles, labor in field, etc j^g qq

I mile track (switches, etc., extra) ®825 qq
4 trams (for more expensive trams say $200) iqo 00

$926 ou



SUMMARY.
lO HRS. PBR DAY.

Machinery shed and contents $6,700

Storage for crude peat 4,630

Storage for product 725
Tracks, including switches, etc., and trams 950
Ballastingof railway switch and ties (nominal distance) say 250

I13.275

20 HRS PER DAY
|6,7oo

9.150

1,400

1,850

250
$19,350

kxpe;;ditu:je for labor without rfaknue.

Excavating, drying, and tramming from May ist to

Sept. 30, 7,500 tons at 80 cts $6,000

Ma^iUfacturing from June i to Sept. 30; 2,500 tons at 30c. 750
6.750

Double this amount for 20 hrs. per day. 13.500

$20,025

(14,000

1,500

3,000

2,500

$22,525

$32,850

1,000

$33,850

REQUIRED CAPITAL (annual product 7,500 tons)...

REQUIRED CAPITAL (annual product 15,000 tons)..

Add tor dredge and distributor, set down in swamp(.?)....

Deduct in this case from labor account for 7,500 tons

For 15,000 tons

Balance required to add respecti vely

N.B.—Add for premiums to Canadian Peat Fuel Com-

pany and organization expenses

Add for price of peat lands

Add for drainage and cleaning land, if necessary ...

Add for boarding house, if necessary

Note.—The cost of the dredge to excavate the peat at loc. per dry ton is only suggested
here. A further margin allowed it will be noticed. A 3 or 4 H.P. locomotive
ought also to be figured or, for large works, which could probably be procured for about

$750 where a number were turned out from same design.

It is obvious that the amounts of required '-^pital as given above may be reduced (even

if no credit were obtainable on warehouse receipts, etc.) considering that the first year's

output is not likely to be, and in any case need not b , the full capacity of the plant. Sub-
sequently a certain amount of credit will be obtainable and the machines may be run to

their full capacity, and the remaining required storage constructed without further calls on
subscriptions or without issuing new stock, if otherwise desired.

ESTIMATED COST OF PRODUCTION
PER TON

Note Especially that ordinary labor is placed at $1,00 per day of 10 hours. For each
additional 25c, per day, there will be required to add to the cutting, spreading,

turning, stacking, tramming and cost of collection of fuel about 20 cents, when the

cutting and spreading is done by hand, and about 10 cents, when dredge is used to

the "cutting and spreading." Allow further increases or deductions when salaries

paid to engineers, etc., are not the local rates. The tramming is supposed to be done
by locomotive when placed at 8 and 9 cents.

COMPRESSOR OF STEAM TYPE

Cutting and spreading, under favorable condi-

tions $0 35

Turning ;ind slacking o 24

ONE MACHINE PLANT. TWO MACHINE PLANT
USING STEAM EXCAVATOR.

po ir

o 32

$0 10

O j2
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Tramming, i2Jtc.; storing, ic o 13^ o 09 o 08
Foreman over above 004 002 002
Incidentals (specially re " cutting and

spreading") o 06J 007 006
Total cost of dry crude peat at sheds $0 83 $0 60

Unstoring crude peat {by carrier) 003 003
Manufacture and repairing, labor o 13 o 13

Fuel (cost of collection) 006 005
Repair material (including excavator) o 01^ o o2|
Oil, waste, etc. " " o 01 o oii
Incidentals o 03^ o 03

—— o 28 o 28

Total cost of fuel in store house fi 11 fo 88

Loading into cars by elevator o 01 o 01 o 01

Freight— 10 miles o 35 o 35 o 35
Delivery in town o 25 o 25 o 25
Manager, office expenses, insurance and inci-

dentals o

$0 58

o 02

o 09

o 05

O 02^

O oii

o 03

o 24

$0 82

Total cost of manufacture and delivery

Royalty to Canadian Peat Fuel Co

Deductions, if fuel sold to factories on switch

:

For " delivery in town " 25

Say ^ office expenses o 12

25
86

25
86

$1 74

25

20
81

$1 63

25

|i 97

25

f2 22

o 37

$1 85

)i 99

o 37

|i 62

$1 88

o 37

f I 51

Bad Deists.—Nothing is allowed in the cost per ton.

Advertising.—Nothing is allowed for this unless the office expenses cover it. The allow-

ance of 20 cents per ton on 3,000 tons, the product of a two-machine plant, will give

a total of $6,000 for office expenses.

Depreciation.—Deduct from profits 10 per cent, on cost of machinery and buildings.

Interest on Rails on Switch.^—Deduct ... per cent, on $ per mile of siding.

ESTIMATED COST OF A ONE MACHINE PLANT.

Comprising one compressor of the GEAR type, one breaker, etc. Product lA tons per

hour or 3,750 tons per year of 250 working days at 10 hours each.

MACHINERY SHED AND CONTENTS.
Building, (30 X 40)—with foundations for machines $ 30000
Compressor (capacity li tons per hour;, weight 7 tons 1,500 00

Breaker 200 00

Engine, 30 H.P., and 40 H.P. bailer (locomotive type), injector,

fittings and foundations 1.300 00

Pump for fire protection (second hand) and 200 ft. of hose 250 00

Carriers, elevator, hoppers, feed box, chute and tank 125 00

Belting, shafting, pulleys, etc 1 50 00

Tools, $30, Ifeight and cartage, $73 125 00

II
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Installation of all machinery above mentioned 250 00

Inspection, travelling and incidentals 250 00
. . $4,450 00

STORE FOR CRUDE PEAT—8 mos., supply, 2,500 tons $2,30000

STORE FOR PRODUCT—500 tons 200 00

Tracks and trams—i mile and 2 trams 45° °°
$2,950 00

EXPENDITURE FOR LABOR—without revenue. Excavating,

drying and tramming from May ist to Sept. 30, 3,750 tons @ 80 cts. 3,000 00

Manufacturing 900 tons C" 30 cts 270 00
$3,270 00

$10,670 00

Note :—A second hand engine and boiler may be procured for about $500.

Preliminary expenses for plant and the manufacture of 1,000 tons may be placed

at about $5,000.

Add in capital the price of the peat lands, cost of drainage and clearing if necessary.

ESTIMATED COST OF PRODUCTION.

One Machine Plant, Gear Type. per ton

Cutting and spreading (under favorable conditions) $0.30

Turning and stacking 24

Tramming, 08 ; storing, 01 09

Foreman over above °5

Incidentals (specially re cutting and spreading) 06

74

Unstoring crude peat by carrier 03

Manufacture and repairing labor 20

Fuel (cost of collection) 06

Repair material °3

Oil, waste, etc °^

I ncidentals °3
36

$1.10

Delivery by wagon within three miles 25

Management, insurance, etc 25
50

$1.60

Royalty to (.. P. F. Co 25

$1.85

Add for railway freight if necessary.

Note previous remarks on cost of ordinary labor, depreciation, etc. The total $1.85 com-

pares favorably with the cost of production on larger works, because the spreading

would cost less than on large works; the distance to tram would not be so great; for

unstoring, a boy @ 75 cts. per day would do ; the delivery could be done more cheaply

from a small plant because the demand for labor would not be so great as to cause

a rise in prices, the managing etc. would not demand a special office, and no calcula-

tion for freight by railway is considered as required.

ARTHUR G. ARDAGH,
TORONTO. QNT.

January, 1899.
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